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BON OKAPUKA CRUSHERS & WINDHOEK BRICK WORKS 
 

The 2016 Bank Windhoek Namibia National Enduro Championship, co- sponsored by Absolute 

Logistics, Olympia Pharmacy and Bon Okapuka Crushers & Windhoek Brick Works, went into 

the second round at Farm Lichtenstein close to Windhoek last weekend. The gruelling and very 

technical track took the national Enduro riders to their limits on a hot day. 

Ingo Waldschmidt (KTM) and Henner Rusch (KTM) secured victories in the class of motorbikes 

up to 200 cc and the class of 250 cc and more respectively, responding to the Henle brothers, 

Marcel and Pascal, who had won the first event on Farm Omakwara.  

Henner Rusch started from the back of the field, and immediately set the fastest lap of the day, 

in an astonishing time of 1:01:47. Pascal Henle (KTM) did extremely well to stay on his heels, 

and with the second fastest lap of the day, he managed to stay in contention. However, Rusch 

was in a class of his own on his home turf and kept up consistently fast lap times to finish first. 

Henle finished second ahead of Kai Hennes, who finished third. 

In the motorbikes up to 200 cc class, 2015 champion Ingo Waldschmidt set the pace from the 

start. Marcel Henle, who had won in Omakwara, encountered technical difficulties in the first lap 

and fell far behind. While Waldschmidt completed one reliably fast lap after the other to take 

victory, Tommy Gous (Yamaha) secured second position again, as in the first event on Farm 

Omakwara. Jörn Greiter (KTM) finished third while Marcel Henle (KTM) fought well to the end to 

finish fourth overall. 
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In the senior motorbike rider's national class, 2015 champion Sven Schneidenberger (KTM) 

once again rode 3 consistently fast laps to secure an undisputed victory. Frank Ahlreip (KTM) 

showed a strong performance to complete the full distance and finish second, while Werner 

Wiese (KTM) finished third.  

In the national quad category without restrictions, a mix of ladies and men raced for victory. 

Jens Robow (Yamaha) made it two victories in a row with a good performance, ahead of Claire 

Brendel (Yamaha) and Dennis Dembski (Yamaha).  

The Clubman’s motorbike class saw Jürgen Gladis (KTM) secure victory in a tightly contested 

race which saw Gerald Heiser (Husaberg) finishing second. Heiser, winner of the first event on 

Farm Omakwara, had set off with a very fast first lap, but lost time on the second. Gladis 

however improved from lap to lap to set the fastest lap time of class 7 on his final lap. Peter Le 

Richie finished third to complete the podium. 

In the off road bike class, Kurt Hartung (KTM) finished first ahead of Karl-Heinz Erni while 11 

year old youngster Lenny Bagwitz (KTM) managed to clinch third. In the Development Class 

Noam Babluki (Kawasaki) finished the race in first place to take the championship lead. 

The National Enduro Championship is wide open again after Ingo Waldschmidt and Henner 

Rusch secured victories in their classes and stopped the Henle brothers. The next event will be 

taking place on 16 April in Aranos in the Kalahari. This traditional event on the championship 

calendar will most certainly pull riders from the region as well as a good crowd of spectators.  

The Namibian Enduro Club offers quad and off road motorbike enthusiasts the possibility to 

enjoy the endure sport and encourages newcomers to join (www.namibianenduro.com). 

 


